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Abstract 

With the increasing penetration of renewable energy around the world in recent years, requirements of 
operating reserve for maintaining system balance have become more and more important. Moreover, the 
development of information and communication technologies has made flexible demands, such as air 
conditioners (AC), heat pumps and plug-in electric vehicles provide operating reserve possible. However, 
characteristics and potential of these flexible demands for providing operating reserve have not been 
further studied. In this paper, a quantitative analysis method of air conditioner aggregation for providing 
operating reserve is proposed. Several evaluation indices for evaluating AC aggregation’s potential of 
providing operating are proposed and quantified, including reserve capacity (RC), response time (RT), 
duration time (DT) and ramp rate (RR). Numerical studies illustrate the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

The growing increase of energy consumption and the severe deterioration of the environment have 
brought huge challenges around the world [1-2]. In order to achieve sustainable development, 
international communities and governments have made commitments and progress on the emission 
reduction. For instance, the Chinese government declared a goal of decreasing CO2 emissions by 40-45% 
each unit GDP till 2020, compared with that in 2005 [3-6].  
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Renewable energies, e.g. wind & photovoltaic are considered significant for securing energy supplies 
and reducing pollution [7-8]. However, the high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES) has 
brought extra pressure of power system secure operation. Different from traditional generators, RES’ 
power production are less predictable and controllable. The high fluctuation and intermittence of RES put 
forward more significant requirements of operating reserve for maintaining system balance between 
generation and demand. 

The development of information and communication technologies has made small end-consumers for 
providing operating reserve possible. Flexible demands, such as air conditioners, heat pumps and plug-in 
electric vehicles, are fast growing and account for a larger share in power consumption side. Many studies 
have illustrated that flexible demands have positive effects on system balance between generation and 
demand [9-10]. However, the research on operating reserve performance of flexible demands is not 
sufficient. In this paper, a quantitative analysis method of air conditioner aggregation for providing 
operating reserve is proposed, since air conditioners are one of the most popular and significant flexible 
demands. Similar to the operating reserve provided by conventional generating units, several indexes for 
operating reserve provided by flexible demands are quantified, including reserve capacity (RC), response 
time (RT), duration time (DT) and ramp rate (RR) [11-12]. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. AC operating reserve and AC aggregation 
operating reserve are analyzed quantitatively in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. Numerical studies 
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.  
 

Nomenclature 

 

AC air conditioner                                                         PWR     power of ACs 

RC  reserve capacity            REFR, refr     refrigeration state of ACs 

DT duration time                                                           STBY, stby     standby state of ACs 

RT  response time             Sig     control signal 

RR  ramp rate                                                                  rs      RT start 

k  serial number of ACs                                               re      RT end 

T, t  time              ds      DT start 

RTEMP  room temperature             de      DT end 

hy  temperature hysteresis of control                bottom margin of RC 

2. Quantitative Analysis of AC Operating Reserve 

2.1. Normal operation characteristics of AC 

Fig. 1 presents the normal operation characteristics of an AC. The setRTEMP  is set by the consumers 
who are living in the room. However, the RTEMP cannot strictly equal to the setRTEMP  all the time. 
There is a temperature hysteresis of control ( )hyRTEMP , which means the highest difference between the 
RTEMP and the setRTEMP  is hyRTEMP . The kth RTEMP interval can be expressed as 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),k k k k k

set hy set hy
RTEMP RTEMP RTEMP RTEMP RTEMP

                              (1) 

 

Fig. 1. Normal operation characteristics of AC 

In this paper, it is assumed that all the ACs operate in the refrigeration state. When the RTEMP is not 
higher than the lower limit value ( )set hyRTEMP RTEMP , the AC is turned to standby state. Conversely, 
when the RTEMP is equal to or higher than the upper limit value ( + )set hyRTEMP RTEMP , the AC is 
turned on. The kth AC’s operating state can be expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

,     

,     

k k k k

set hyk

k k k k

set hy

REFR RTEMP RTEMP RTEMP

STBY RTEMP RTEMP RTEMP
State

                                (2) 

Different from the power ( )PWR , as shown in Fig. 1, the refrigeration power ( )refrPWR  is not a 
constant and the standby power ( )stbyPWR  is not zero in practice. refrPWR  is related to a lot of factors, 
such as the room area, the house internal construction, the ambient temperature and the power limit of AC. 
Therefore, refrPWR  and the length of refrigeration time are variable at different times of the day. 

2.2. Operating reserve performance of AC 

Air conditioners can provide operating reserve by cutting down the consumption of power. Compared 
with the on/off control strategy, resetting the temperature of AC is a softer approach to influence the 
consumers [13]. By increasing the set temperature from setRTEMP  to 2setRTEMP , the AC can extend 
the standby time and decrease the power consumption. Notably, the AC is available to provide operating 
reserve when it has been turned on and the corresponding room temperature is lower than the preset 
highest tolerable temperature. 

However, there are obvious differences of the AC operating reserve performance, due to different 
control signal time. It can be divided into two typical cases: control signal (Sig) is received in the AC’s 
refrigeration state period ( )refrT  or in the standby state period ( )stbyT . Three indexes for one AC 
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operating reserve are defined, which are RC, RT and DT. The most important principle to calculate these 
indexes is comparison analysis between normal operation and after-Sig operation, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

     
Fig. 2. Operating reserve performance of AC (a) Sig is received in refrT ; (b) Sig is received in stbyT  

The operating reserve, provided by the kth AC, can be quantified as 
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3. Quantitative Analysis of AC Aggregation Operating Reserve 

AC aggregation contains N number of ACs, which have different rated powers, Energy Efficiency 
Ratios (EER) and set temperatures. Correspondingly, there are N rooms. Each room’s area and internal 
construction are different. Moreover, every consumer has his/her own way of life. That is, the number of 
ACs which have been turned on is variable at different times of the day.  

In analogy to the generators that provide operating reserve, four indexes for AC aggregation operating 
reserve performance are quantified, which are RC, RT, DT, and RR, as shown in Figure 3.  

max min
RC PWR PWR

                                                             (6) 

max
( ) (1 %)PWR t PWR RC

                                                     (7) 

The equation (7) have two solutions 

,  ( )
ds de ds de

t t t t
                                                                     (8) 
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Hence, RT, DT, and RR can be calculated as 

re rs ds sig
RT t t t t

                                                           (9) 

de ds
DT t t

                                                                (10) 

(1 %) /RR RC RT
                                                     (11) 

α%

 

Fig. 3. Operating reserve performance of AC aggregation 

4. Case Studies and Discussions 

N independent ACs are aggregated to validate the indexes. It is assumed that all the N ACs belong to 
the residential consumers and operating normally. The initial set temperatures of each room distribute 
randomly between 23 CC  and 26 C

p
C , and the temperature hysteresis of control is 1 CC . The control signal 

time is 12:00 PM, and each AC’s setRTEMP  will increase 1 CC  to 2setRTEMP  after receiving the signal. 
In this case study, % is set to 10%. Table 1 present the simulation results of four indexes with different 
number of ACs. 

Table 1. The simulation result 

Indexes N=100 N=500 N=1,000 N=5,000 

RC (MW) 0.0977 0.2480 0.5493 2.7396 

RT (Min) 2.75 2.67 3.00 4.08 

DT (Min) 13.42 13.25 13.92 12.42 

RR (MW/Min) 0.0319 0.0836 0.1648 0.6043 

It can be noticed that the RT is short enough to provide operating reserve, since the AC aggregation is 
able to reach the maximal reserve capacity within ten minutes. As the number of ACs gets larger, the RT 
has an increasing trend with slight changes in comparison with RC and RR. The RC and RR have a 
marked increase along with the variable N. The effect of communication delay is not considered in this 
case. Hence, the RT may be longer in practice. It is also unpractical that all the ACs will increase 1 CC  
after receiving the signal, because different consumers have different requirements in comfort. Therefore, 
the RC depends on user acceptance seriously. 
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5. Conclusions 

With the increasing pressure of power system balance with the high penetration of RES, the flexible 
demands have huge potential for providing operating reserve. This paper proposed a method for 
quantitatively analyzing potential of AC aggregation for providing operating reserve.  
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